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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governor(s), Co-Chairs, Federal Principal Members and Jurisdictional Points of Contact – Thank you for the opportunity to provide an update to you on the progress of the US CRTF Steering Committee since last February’s meeting in Washington DC.  It’s been a busy 6 months and we’ve made some significant progress.



2016 DC Meeting Follow-Up 
• Resolution 34.1

• USCRTF Strategy

• Watershed Partnership Initiative 
Strategy

• Regular ESA discussions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My colleague and I will be covering the various working group activities under our Framework for Action – Resolution 34.1.We will also provide an update on the CRTF Strategy and the Watershed Strategy.For the past several years we have had an update on Endangered Species Act issues, but this year there are no significant status updates or changes to provide so we will not have a presentation on that.  I am able to provide the following though – after the International Coral Reef Symposium a group of coral experts including several of the world’s leading taxonomists participated in a coral species identification workshop.  The report from that group is in preparation and we hope to be able to share that with you all as soon as it is available.  I know that is a product the Pacific jurisdictions have requested, so stay tuned.



Watershed Partnership Working Group
• Work continues in 3 Priority Watersheds

• Development of performance metrics

• Further Refinement of graduation plan in 
Watershed Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Working Group Update – the Watershed Partnership Working GroupIf you will recall, the CRTF adopted the Watershed Programmatic Checklist and Watershed Priority Ecosystem Indicators in Washington DC.During that update, we alerted you that the working group had one more set of metrics they wanted to gain consensus on – those are the Social and Community Metrics.I am happy to say the Social and Community Metrics are underway – and the working group has reported their target is to have a draft of the metrics for winter 2017 meeting in DC.  Their current thinking is to create metrics that will enable us to gauge progress on the following 3 objectives:Objective 1: Empower and increase capacity of local governments and communityObjective 2:  Evaluate success of partnership to contribute to building informed and engaged communityObjective 3: Ensure watershed management strategies facilitate blending of cultural and traditional ecological knowledgeThe All Island Committee has also developed an addendum to the Watershed Partnership Initiative Strategy for adoption at this CRTF  - that of a 10-year sunset clause for all future watershed initiative projects (sunset clause doesn’t affect current projects).



Watershed Partnership Working Group
NEEDS:

– Designated Leadership of group

– Central place to host and analyze metrics data

– Posting of metrics products to website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The working group let us know they continue to have a few needs for which any assistance would greatly enhance their abilities to make a difference in achieving watershed goals.



Watershed Partnership Working Group
Watershed Updates:

– Guanica, Puerto Rico

– West Maui, Hawaii

– Faga’alu, American Samoa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now for an update on the 3 CRTF Watershed Partnership Initiative sites:GuanicaWatershed management plan updateGuanica Treatment wetlands implementation – tax exempt statusSediment and soil stabilization on dirt roads coffee areasRio Loco River RestorationEPA Region 2 has recently published a public notice for an $87,000 penalty, on consent, for issuance against the Puerto Rico Land Authority for the wetland violations in Guánica, PR.  This is a thirty-day public notice.  The comment period closes October 13, 2016. “Think before you drop it”:  prevent and pick up trash outreach campaignWest MauiWatershed management plans for nothern 3 watershed completed – Sept 2016$ 4 million federal investment including 2017, with $1.5 matchingBaseline data for coastal water quality and benthic mapping done: NOAA, DLNR, EPA. DOHBMPs for 10 miles of agricultural started this yearOcean friendly landscaping and property program started this yearSince 2105:  20 outreach events engaging 650 participants and 250 volunteer hoursFaga’aluThe community-based fisheries management program completed the community planning process to set the boundaries and rules and regulations for the MPA.  Mayor Uso has been deputized.  Signs are still needed.A new ridge to reef watershed awareness billboard has been installed.In February 2016 the Faga’alu Watershed Shoreline Restoration Plan was completed.  A small (~300 square foot) shoreline stabilization project plan passed NEPA review and the local permitting.  We will begin once necessary materials arrive.San Diego State’s research was completed and dissertation presented in June 2016.  Their research showed following the completed mitigation efforts at the quarry in January 2015 there have been reduced sediment loads during storm events in the stream and reduced terrigenous sediments have been collected in monitoring devices throughout the bay.  Continued monitoring of the stream for turbidity above and below the quarry was taken on by ASEPA and CRAG staff following training by SDSU in January 2016 and July 2016.  Maintenance of the equipment is a challenge and data analysis and report writing into the future is still an unknown.



Coral Reef Injury and Mitigation 
Working Group

• Handbook on Coral Impacts: Avoidance, Minimization, 
Mitigation, and Restoration

• Timeline Update

• Expected virtual adoption in Fall 2016, pending 
member reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had hoped to have the Mitigation Handbook ready for adoption at this meeting, but several edits and some reorganization needed to be done to make it a stronger document.Steering Committee members have the latest draft which is still in track changes. They also have a copy of all of the comments received and information on how those comments were addressed.  Chapters 2 and 3 were significantly revised and should be reread for any red flags.  No new content was added to these chapters, the changes were more along the lines of reorganizing and streamlining information.  Many thanks to Wendy Wiltse of EPA and Cindy Barger of the Army Corps for all of their hard work in recent months on this document.



Coral Reef Injury and Mitigation 
Working Group

• NEEDS:

– POCs should be doing “back check” now

– Principals/POCs to indicated approval of adoption at 
October 20 Steering Committee meeting



Climate Change Working Group
• Corals and Climate Adaptation Planning (CCAP) 

Project 

• Monthly webinar series 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corals & Climate Adaptation Planning (CCAP) projectCurrently working to publish two journal article related to the CCAP projectPublication on the climate-smart framework and adaptation design concept is in press with Environmental ManagementPublication on the Adaptation Design Tool is in preparationA learning module and instructor-led training for the Adaptation Design Tool are under development with The Nature Conservancy as part of their reef resilience toolkit (anticipated release June 2017)A collaboration is underway with partners in Puerto Rico to use the Adaptation Design Tool to inform revisions of the Guanica Bay Watershed Management Plan and to produce a resilience assessment for the coral reefs of Puerto Rico to support more detailed implementation planningThe CCWG will support the American Samoa Coral Reef Advisory Group (CRAG) in using the Adaptation Design Tool for their watershed planning efforts under a recently-awarded grant from DOICCWG Webinar SeriesDesigned to promote information-sharing amongst scientists and practitioners across TF member agencies, States and territories, NGOs and academia to support dialogue and share ideas for responding to the impacts of climate change and interacting stressorsWebinars to date have included presentations from PICCC, Hawaii DLNR, Sea Change Consulting/Micronesia Challenge, Ohio State University, Mote Marine Lab, NASA, EPA, NOAA, and othersNew speakers are always needed and welcome, and do not need to have climate change as a primary focus in order to help generate--and benefit from--group discussion and learning



Education and Outreach Working Group
• Membership – call for additional participation
• Improve CRTF presence on social media and web
• Sunia Internship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Education and Outreach WGSince the last USCRTF meeting, the E&O WG has talked about wanting to do several things, one of which is to develop and keep central website for general coral reef conservation educational materials as well as coral reef opportunities (jobs, internships, etc.). The Guam ED&O office has been kind enough to create a beta site which is ready to be populated.  Our understanding is they are working on identifying a contractor to help organize and provide content.  Chair & Co-Chair appointment for the ED&O WG is needed.  If there are no other takers for the two slots, Will Castro is willing to continue to assist but has suggested that once we identify a leader we will need to flesh out a more strategic direction for ED&O beginning with the mission, goals, objectives, action items, etc.



Enforcement Working Group
• Update will be provided during Guam Business 

Meeting



Items for Adoption
• USCRTF Strategy

• Watershed Strategy



• Develop federal transition briefing package and 
coordinate with the AIC onboarding package 

• Determine DC 2017 meeting content and begin 
planning

• Reinvigorate CRCA Reauthorization Working Group

Additional Actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joanna Walkzack (FL POC) has started the process of finding a venue and it looks like we will be in the Fort Lauderdale area again.   Given the recent flurry of coral legislation, the Steering Committee has also agreed it would be a good idea to reinvigorate the CRCA Reauthorization Working Group to develop content for new provisions to a reauthorization Bill and consistent talking points for anyone meeting with Congressional.  Content for new provisions would be ideal things that could be added to a Bill that are more reflective of the current conditions of corals and the threats facing them.  For the most part, we want to move into being pro-active in talking about what sort of authorities we may need rather than being reactive to what is being proposed. 



Questions?
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